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Survey Responses OWTS V1N1-V1N4

What are your questions or concerns about Septic Tanks (OWTS &
LAMP) in Sunol?
Non information , drag out issue to wear down public. Difficult working with
rep . As per many people that have had to put in new system. Other
counties inn state have went other directions. Donner lake area and many
more . People trying to make a name for themselves at the expense of
Sunol and polimeris canyon . Cleanest creek in Northern California , and
we still are having to spend so much
Need an update on where things stand
If a community system is studied as an option for Sunol will it be a metered
system that will be paid for based on the amount of use by individual hookups?
Is there a document that shows the new and what has been deleted in the new
documents provided for the State? Where can this be found?
There is a study being done by Alameda County, Zone 7, and the City of
Pleasanton regarding septic problems in the Happy Valley area adjacent to
Sunol. Why is this being done? What data was the basis of the study? How much
has been spent on the study and how much by Alameda County?Is there
currently a ban on any additional septic systems or major work on septic systems
in that area? When will this study be completed?
What are the assumptions that are being used to base the feasibility study on ?
How much volume is assumed? How is this determined? What are the basic
funding alternatives? What is the voter percentage required to establish a
service area?
What are the current State or county requirements for composting toilets?
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What are the most significant changes in the documents prepared for the State?
What is the process for requesting that a septic system be placed on
another property adjacent to the property being served? Does the County
have to approve this? What are the legal implications of such an
arrangement? If such an arrangement is approved how can it be
changed?
What kind of work can be done on a septic system that needs repairs, without
County involvement?When is a permit required? What kind of inspections are
required?
What needs to be done in terms of inspecting a septic system at the time of sale
of a property?
What percentage of current septic capacity could be diverted to a full standard
grey water system? What are current state requirements for a grey water
system?
Why was the feasibility study initiated for Sunol? Is this being done for the next
canyon over, which is Palomares, and very similar to Sunol? What is being done
there or has been done there?
none at this time
Will all Sunolians have to pay multiple thousands of dollars?
Personally, I want to do the correct thing. If state and county mandates need to
be enforced, then I will go along with such a program. Any requirement should
be vetted by the majority and such a ruling should be enforced.
How will this impact each house hold? How will this impact resale? And will the
surcomventing of the septic systems create stress on the forest that is already
stressed after so many droughts?
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Concern that decisions will be made by a select few if we have to attend all the
meetings, which discourages participation by the fact that so little is learned at
any one meeting. Tends to make people drop out from boredom, which is
probably the intent. Great concern that this expensive project is a fix without a
problem. For people with septic tanks that work well, the onus of having to dig a
hole (which for our tank, takes quite a lot of effort) every two years to open for
inspection, seems unreasonable for septuagenerians on a low, fixed income. And
our septic tank is very near our front door, so the scar, which will never have
time to heal, will always be an eyesore. Modern septic tanks are supposed to
work well, and it seems like the first step should be to require old wooden ones
to be replaced if it is determined that they are causing a problem. But since the
park allows grazing in the park at the end of Kilkare Rd., then could it be that
contamination of the creek might stem from that? Has our creek even been
tested yet?
I have concerns that the community leach field is not the best solution.
where are we now in regard to existing systems
I don't want to be forced to replace my adequate, modern drainfield
I would be interested in having a summary of progress, what is going on, what is
coming , etc.. I feel pretty "in the dark" about most of this topic.
Is there an update?
None
None.
What, if any, plans are there for a “city sewer”?
this is not an issue for me personally, but I am concerned w/ this problem for
Sunolians who have are confronted w/ the county regulations
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If our tank and leach field is about 250 ft away from the creek should we have
concerns
let the buyer beware!
why is this an issue? where's the problem? we don't need more outside (county)
interference
I would support a community septic system... As for existing systems, if they
FAIL, replace them... if they adequately perform their function, let them stand.
I am concerned about being forced to replace my 36 year old septic system with
a much more expensive system just because I needed to pump it out.
This is the BEST THING THAT HAS HAPPENED TO SUNOL...and especially KWA a
member since 1956 ...I love attending all the meetings and making changes for
our future.
When is the official decision going to be made on what we are responsible for
regarding upgrading septic systems?
Cost
great project given the creek and number of septic systems made of wood
Septic tanks usually work well unless they are terribly old, and it is hard work to
dig down to open the lids on mine. Having to do that every 5 years would make
me very unhappy, not only for the labor involved but for the fact that the tank is
situated under the pathway leading to my front door, meaning that there won't
ever be a chance for the ground cover on the path to grow back. Is there really a
need for such frequent inspections? Is there any data showing rates of failure for
double compartment septic tanks? We are also quite concerned about how
much the current septic plan will cost us.
This needs to regulated to keep our environment balanced
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What the financial impact of getting on a sewer would be, on average. I think it’s
fine idea, depending on the cost.
Over regulation- septic tanks have been doing a fine job for many decades in
many areas- We do need to address the concentrated septic issues of upper
Kilkare area.
How will it affect those of us who installed a new system within the last 5 years.
Future cost and changing the landscape of Sunol
I want to know what the provisions will be for those who can't afford to upgrade
but have failing systems.
Will we ever get a city sewer?
Questions have been asked in writing over a year ago and there has been no
responses provided, even though they have been promissed. What is the
problem? How can the community get answers?
Expense born by the residents
Just want to make sure the County is not overstepping its control, i get the
feeling of “Big Brother” watching over our poop containers!
If I had questions I’d attend the meetings and ask them there.
Many of us can't attend advisory council meetings because of our commutes or
work hours. We need a plain-English explanation of what is happening and why.
No bureaucratese, please!
Had to miss the last WG meeting, are minutes available anywhere?
Very concerned since this draconian, expensive plan can cause people to lose
their homes. I'm not sure that most Sunolians even understand what it's all
about.
Is the septic pipe line down Kilkare Rd still being considered?
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We are already upgrading and putting in s new septic system. It’s ridiculously
expensive!
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